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Abstract— Link protected routing structures have a fundamental requirements in connection-oriented optical communication networks for achieving 
reliable communication for each connection in case of failure irrespective to the link failure between any of the nodes. Currently many techniques are 
proposed for protecting the network, such as 1+1 protection mode, in which a signal is transmitted on two link disjoint circuits, and the destination 
chooses the stronger of the two signals, hence recovery from failures is instantaneous; 1: N and 1:1+N protection, in which a p-Cycle can be used to 
protect a number of bidirectional connections. However using any of these methods does not ensure the optimal survivability with limited numbers of 
auxiliary (recovery) links while maintaining cost minimization, path priority and link failure probability. These considerations are practically unavoidable in 
the many situations for example if a link path is passes through a geologically sensitive site or under development areas that link will always have higher 
probability of failure and an additional measure must be taken to handle it properly similarly a path many be preferred for the point of future require-
ments. This paper presents a genetic algorithm based solution for the addressed problem for that we formulated it as optimization problem and a proper 
objective function is derived to achieve fittest results. 
 
INDEX TERMS— Genetic Algorithm, Network Link Protection, Optical Network 

1. INTRODUCTION                                                                     
It has been widely noted that transferring a user’s data along a 
single active (or working) optical path might not be sufficient to 
fulfill the service availability requirements in the presence of 
various network outages and unexpected failure events. Net-
work  failures  occur  due  to  various  reasons  including acci-
dental  fiber  cut  due  to  construction  or  human  error  [12]. 
Reliability  of  networks  is achieved  through  path  protection  
utilizing  backup  paths reserved in advance or dynamically 
establishing backup paths after  calculating  their  routes  after  
each  failure.  The first approach is called protection and the 
latter is called restoration. The  protection  can  be  classified  
into  two  types:  dedicated protection  and  shared  protection  
[12].  In  shared  protection, multiple  backup  paths  can  share  
the  same  resources  if  their working paths do not go through 
the same link, i.e., not in the same  shared  risk  link  group  
(SRLG).  Therefore, shared Protection requires fewer network 
resources than dedicated protection, which allocates independ-
ent backup paths to each working path.  Shared protection, on 
the other hand, requires longer recovery time than dedicated 
protection since signaling and switch reconfiguration pro-
cessing at intermediate nodes are necessary. The recovery time 
can be shortened if backup routes candidates are computed in 
advance.  The designing of an optical network can be divided 
into costs for bandwidth management (costs with nodes) and 
costs for signal transmission (costs with links) [9]. The node 
location is one of the first pieces of information that the network 
designer has, corresponding to the location of the central offices 
where the traffic is added and dropped. The first stage of the 
overall network design process is the topological design; at this 
stage the connections between the nodes are established. The 
network topological design should guarantee a reliable net-
work, and this depends on which links are going to be imple-
mented [12]. The traffic to be transported by the network is hard 
to forecast and is continuously changing [9]. In practice, several 
traffic scenarios are defined and evaluated, then the lowest cost 
network that will remain feasible for the majority of the scenari-

os is implemented [9]. Therefore, the utilization of methods to 
quickly design physical topologies ensuring the routing of the 
required traffic and guaranteeing the network survivability at 
minimum cost is crucial. In this work, we address the problem 
of jointly designing the physical topology, ensuring survivabil-
ity, and minimizing the network cost of an optical transport 
using genetic algorithm. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows. Section II provides the related work to the study. In 
Section III, some standard techniques are discussed followed by 
the working of the genetic algorithm in next section V presents 
the proposed method Section VI shows the simulation results in 
various different scenarios. Finally, Section VII presents our 
conclusions and further research directions. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The key building blocks of the NPOT (network planning and 
operation tool), consisting of network description repositories, 
the physical layer performance evaluator, the impairment 
aware routing and wave-length assignment engines, the com-
ponent placement modules, failure handling, and the integra-
tion of NPOT in the control planes study with implementation 
is presented in [1]. Implementation of a hybrid 1+N and 1: N 
protection scheme, in which on-cycle links are protected using 
1: N protection, while straddling links, or paths, are protected 
using 1+N protection with extensions to protect multipoint 
connections are introduced in [2]. An integrated Integer Linear 
Program (ILP) to design an optical datacenter network in pre-
sented in [3], which solves problems simultaneously for disaster 
protection scheme, exploiting anycasting for providing more 
protection, but uses less capacity than dedicated single-link 
failure protection. [12] Introduced a novel measures to evaluate 
the degree of backup resource sharing and that of  fiber  utiliza-
tion  the  proposed  method  iteratively redesigns  groups  of  
paths  that  are  selected  in  the  order determined  by  the  
measures. The scheme applying Generalized Dedicated Protec-
tion and Network Coding (GDP-NC) to ensure both optimal 
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resource utilization among dedicated protection approaches 
and instantaneous recovery for single unicast flows, which can 
be split into multiple parts in all-optical networks. We demon-
strate that the proposed GDP-NC survivable routing problem is 
polynomial-time solvable, owing to the ability to bifurcate flows 
in presented in [9]. Application of NC in core optical networks 
has recently emerged [2], [9], which in general aim to minimize 
the capacity consumption for a matrix of traffic demands. With 
shared M : N protection, N working connections are protected 
by a common pool of M protection paths, where the protection 
resources are used only after a failure occurred in the network. 
Such a concept was generalized to 1 + N protection [13] by en-
suring the spare resources hot stand-by similarly to 1 + 1 protec-
tion, provided with the capability of performing linear combi-
nation operation on the input symbols of the N working paths 
at the source OXC. Although 1 + N protection has all the merits 
of dedicated protection approaches while keeping the capacity 
consumption low, it requires the topologies with 1 + N-
connectivity, which serves as a stringent constraint on its ap-
plicability. 
 
3. LINK PROTECTION IN OPTICAL NETWORK 
Link protection is designed to safeguard networks from failure. 
Failures in high-speed networks have always been a concern of 
utmost importance. A single fiber cut can lead to heavy losses of 
traffic and protection-switching techniques have been used as 
the key source to ensure survivability in such networks. Protec-
tion architectures like Path protection and Link protection safe-
guard the above-mentioned networks from different kinds of 
failures. In path protection, a backup path is used from the 
source to its destination to bypass the failure. In Link protection, 
the end nodes of the failed link initiate the protection. These 
nodes detect the fault and are responsible to initiate the protec-
tion mechanisms in order to detour the affected traffic from the 
failed link onto predetermined reserved paths. 
Broadly two types of protection are used, Ring type and Mash 
type. 
 
3.1 RING TYPE: In the case of a link or network failure, the sim-
plest mechanism for network survivability is automatic protec-
tion switching (APS). APS techniques involve reserving a pro-
tection channel (dedicated or shared) with the same capacity of 
the channel or element being protected.[2] When a shared pro-
tection technique is used, an APS protocol is needed to coordi-
nate access to the shared protection bandwidth.[3] An example 
of a link-based protection architecture at the Optical Transport 
Network layer is a Bidirectional Line Switched Ring (BLSR). In a 
BLSR, every link can carry both the working and backup traffic 
at the same time and hence does not require backup links. Un-
like a UPSR (see SONET), in a BLSR, under normal circum-
stances, the protection fiber is unused and this is beneficial to 
ISP’s since they can use the protection fiber to send lower priori-
ty traffic (using protection bandwidth) like data traffic and 
voice traffic. 
There are two architectures for BLSRs. The four-fiber BLSR and 
the two-fiber BLSR. In a four-fiber BLSR, two fibers are used as 
working fibers and the other two are used as protection fibers, 

to be utilized in the case of a failure. Four-fiber BLSRs use two 
types of protection mechanisms during failure recovery, namely 
ring and span switching. In span switching, when the source or 
destination on a link fails, traffic gets routed onto the protection 
fiber between the two nodes on the same link and when a fiber 
or cable cut occurs, service is restored using the ring switching 
mechanism. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
In a two-fiber BLSR, the protection fibers are contained within 
the working fibers (like a four-fiber BLSR) and both the fibers 
are used to carry working traffic whilst keeping only half the 
capacity on each fiber for protection purposes. Two-fiber BLSRs 
also benefit from the ring switching but cannot perform span 
switching like a four-fiber BLSR. 
Due to its efficiency in protection, BLSRs are widely deployed 
in long haul and interoffice networks, where the traffic pattern 
is more distributed than in access networks. Most metro carriers 
have deployed two-fiber BLSRs, while many long-haul carriers 
have deployed four-fiber BLSRs since they can handle more 
load than two-fiber BLSRs. 
 
3.2 MASH TYPE: The techniques mentioned above for SONET and 
WDM networks can also be applied to mesh network architec-
tures provided there are ring decompositions for the mesh ar-
chitectures; and use well defined protection-switching schemes 
to restore service when a failure occurs. The three most notable 
ring-based protection techniques for mesh networks are ring 
covers, cycle double covers and p-cycles (pre-configured protec-
tion cycles). 
The main goal of the ring cover technique is to find a set of rings 
that covers all the network links and then use these rings to pro-
tect the network against failures. Some network links in the ring 
cover might get used in more than one ring which can cause 
additional redundancy in the network and because of this rea-
son, scaling down redundancy is the primary focus of this tech-
nique. 

 

Figure 1: A four-fiber BLSR: Two fibers are used as work-
ing fibers and the other two are used as protection fibers, 
to be utilized in the case of a failure. 
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The cycle double covers technique provides one protection fiber 
for each working fiber (like in SONET rings) keeping 100% re-
dundancy. This technique was initially proposed to remove the 
additional redundancy issue caused by the ring cover scheme. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The p-cycle technique is based on the property of a ring to pro-
tect not only its own links, but also any possible link connecting 
two non-adjacent ring nodes called chordl links. By doing this, 
p-cycles reduce the redundancy required to protect a mesh 
network against link failure. There are two types of p-cycles 
namely link p-cycles and node p-cycles. Link p-cycles protect all 
channels on a link whereas a node p-cycle protects all the con-
nections traversing a node. 
One of the best features of p-cycles is its ability to allow savings 
in spare resources and they are also recognized to be the most 
efficient protection structures as for capacity minimization. 
However, p- cycle planning is an NP-hard problem and is not 
scalable.[1] 
Another technique called the generalized loopback technique 
can be included under ring-based approaches. Although its not 
strictly considered as one of the mesh-based ring protection 
techniques, its usage of a loopback operation is similar to the 
APS operation in rings to switch the signal from working to the 
redundant capacity. 
 
4. GENETIC ALGORITHM 
A simple Genetic Algorithm is an iterative procedure, which 
maintains a constant size population P of candidate solutions. 
During each iteration step (generation) three genetic operators 
(reproduction, crossover, and mutation) are performing to gen-

erate new populations (offspring), and the chromosomes of the 
new populations are evaluated via the value of the fitness 
which is related to cost function. Based on these genetic opera-
tors and the evaluations, the better new populations of candi-
date solution are formed. With the above description, a simple 
genetic algorithm is given as follow [6]: 
1. Generate randomly a population of binary string 
2. Calculate the fitness for each string in the population 
3. Create offspring strings through reproduction, crossover and 
mutation operation. 
4. Evaluate the new strings and calculate the fitness for each 
string (chromosome). 
5. If the search goal is achieved, or an allowable generation is 
attained, return the best chromosome as the solution; otherwise 
go to step 3. 

5. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed system estimates the optimal locations for auxil-
iary (recovery) links when only a limited numbers of auxiliary 
links can be established while maintaining cost minimization, 
path priority, and link failure probability. The proposed algo-
rithm can be described if following steps 
Step 1: The present topology of the network is presented by a 
NXN binary matrix (C) where a ‘1’ represents the link between 
the nodes, as shown in the figure 4. 

 
0 1 0 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 

Figure 4: the connection matrix for 3 nodes system 
 

The elements of the matrix cij represents the link between nodes 
I and j. 
Similar way is used to present the cost matrix for the auxiliary 
path establishment between nodes, fault probability matrix for 
the main links and the auxiliary path preference matrix.  
Step 2: the objective function is then formulated to achieve the 
required goals using genetic algorithm and can be written as in 
equation 1. 

 
Where  

 
 

 
 

 
 

Step 3: for the given NA and N the total available number of 
auxiliary links are given by 
For example Let the N = 3, and NA = 2 the number of available 
aux paths = 3 (by equation 2) and the available paths are, (P12, 
P13), (P12, P23) and (P13, P23). 
Step 4: now the genetic algorithm is initiated to find the optima 
paths from the available paths (Step 3) which best fits (mini-
mize) the equation (1). 
 
6. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Figure 2: p-cycle in a mesh network creating ring like 
structure.  
 

 

Figure3: Failure on a p-cycle showing the 2 nodes involved 
in recovery. 
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The evaluation of the proposed work is done by simulating it 
for different scenarios and configurations. 
Table1: Configuration of Genetic Algorithm  

Parameters Name Value 
Population Size 16 

Iterations 1000 
Time Limit 60 (Sec.) 
Tolerance 1% 

 
Scenario:  
N (Total Number of Nodes) = 3; 
NA (Aux Paths) = 1 and 2; 
Connection Matrix 

0 1 0 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 

Cost Matrix 
0 0.2 0.1 
0.2 0 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0 

Fault Prob. Matrix 
0 0.2 0.1 
0.2 0 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0 

Prirority. Matrix 
0 0.2 0.1 
0.2 0 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2:  Values for all four requirements 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
7. CONCLUSION  
This paper presents a genetic algorithm based approach for se-
lection of limited numbers of auxiliary path which maintains 
the optimal link survivability with maintain cost and links pri-
ority. The proposed approach is developed and simulated for 
the different numbers of auxiliary links and the algorithm au-
tomatically searches the links path for the best requirements 
fulfillments. Reduces the Link failure probability by 5 times and 
it also fulfils the topological requirements by 80 percent. The 
attachment of one more auxiliary link further increases the per-
formance as provided the results shows that for the given to-
pology attachment of only a single auxiliary link increases the 
total nodes connectivity (Linkage) by 10% and in table 2. The 
simulation results confirms the effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm however in future some other optimization tech-
niques and requirements parameters may also be analyzed for 
reducing the calculation time.    
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